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Episcopal Health Foundation (EHF) believes all 
Texans deserve to be healthy. EHF is committed to 
transform the health of their communities by going 

beyond just the doctor’s office.  
EHF believes health is much more than seeing a doctor. Access 
to affordable medical care is vitally important, but it’s only 20% of 
what contributes to a person’s overall health. The remaining 80% 
is determined by social and economic status, health behaviors, 
community safety, physical environment, and much more.

By providing millions of dollars in grants, working with community 
partners and congregations, and providing important research, EHF 
supports solutions that address the underlying causes of poor health.

EHF was established in 2013 after the transfer of St. Luke’s Episcopal 
Health System. With more than $1.2 billion in estimated assets, the 
Foundation operates as a supporting organization of the Episcopal 
Diocese of Texas and works across 57 Texas counties. 

EHF chose to focus on improving community health, rather than just 
health care, because the opportunity for good health starts long before 
one needs to see a doctor. Health systems need scalable solutions to 
address non-medical factors that impact health. EHF was created as a 
community-based philanthropy to spark transformative change serving 
more than 11 million Texans.

For more information on the Episcopal Health Foundation, please visit 
episcopalhealth.org.

ABOUT EPISCOPAL HEALTH 
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 doctor.  ”

http://www.episcopalhealth.org


THE OPPORTUNITY

Under the leadership of the Vice President for Grants, the 
Director of Grants Management (DGM) is responsible for 
providing leadership on grants management, grants impact 
and data analysis, and the overall operational effectiveness 
of the grantmaking function including developing grant 
structures, ensuring regulatory compliance, and sharing 
grant information with program, finance, and 
communications staff. 

The DGM demonstrates the ability to think strategically and solve 
complex problems both intra-and inter-divisionally, lead highly 
effective teams, and contribute strategic insights to planning initiatives. 
The DGM is charged with improving all aspects of the grants process 
and actively working to support the success of Program Officers and 
other EHF staff. The DGM stays abreast of new developments in grant 
management best practices and grants database technology. The DGM 
supervises and directs two Grants Management Staff Members and 
ensures that the team as a whole has the competencies necessary to 
provide excellence in grants management.

The DGM oversees and seeks to improve the process and workflow by 
which grants are made through the application process to approval, 
grant agreement generation, payment, grant reporting, and grant 
closure. The DGM ensures the Grants Management team provides 
excellent customer service to program staff and grantees as they 
navigate the grantmaking process. The DGM oversees and monitors 
the use of data and analytics to inform grants decisions and future 
grantmaking strategies.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
The Director of Grants Management will hold the following key responsibilities:

Grants Management
• Prepares board materials for VP review; responds to Executive-level inquiries.
• Provides and composes content for external communications on EHF’s grantmaking.
• Ensures excellent customer support for applicants and grantees.
• Develops results-focused funding applications and reports within EHF.
• Communicates foundation grants policies to staff, grantees, and applicants.
• Develops reports for management from pipeline through post-award process.

Compliance
• Ensures all financial matters relating to grants (budgeting, payment, cash flow, etc.) are timely, 

accurate, and properly maintained.
• Ensures documentation grantees provide are used strategically in decision making.
• Ensures compliance, legal and financial, within grants function.
• Provides clear and concise grants administration policies and procedures for grantees and 

staff including annual review and updates.
• Assists Chief Administrative Officer in interfacing with financial and audit staff.

Data & Impact
• Partners with evaluation staff to develop a grants impact framework that integrates with EHF’s 

larger evaluation and measurement efforts.
• Leads high-quality report preparation, capturing results of all grants to ensure information is 

complete and verified.
• Ensures data needs are met and are accurate to aid in telling the story of the grants work of 

the Foundation and the communities it serves.
• Collaborates with evaluation staff to determine data needed for evaluation is current and 

properly coded in the grants management system.
• Uses data generated through the grants management system to assist in the identification and 

selection of grantees.
• Assists other divisions to identify and generate reports relating to grants from the grants 

management system.
• Serves as a thought partner to Foundation leadership, with an emphasis on being able to tell  

the story of EHF’s work with grants data and stimulate conversation on strategic decisions.

The ideal candidate will possess the following specific skills and qualifications:
• Previous experience in philanthropy or grantmaking.
• Experience with databases on an administrator level preferred. (Experience with Fluxx Grants 

Management System a plus).
• Ability to monitor and apply EHF’s policies and procedures related to its grantmaking system.
• Ability to objectively analyze a situation and evaluate pros and cons of any course of action.
• Ability to manage multiple projects, prioritize, work under pressure, and deliver on deadlines.
• Demonstrated experience in formulating and implementing policies and procedures.
• Ability to think and act decisively about program and operational issues.
• Knowledge and application of best practices in grantmaking.
• Analytical, problem-solving, communication and organizational skills.
• Demonstrated ability to improve business processes, using technology.
• Experience with data frameworks and using data to inform future decisions and strategies.
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Episcopal Health Foundation is an equal opportunity employer and 
strongly encourages applications from people of color, persons with 
disabilities, women, and LGBTQ+ and other underrepresented applicants.

CONTACT

Koya Partners, the executive search firm that specializes in mission-
driven search, has been exclusively retained for this engagement. 
Marissa Delgado and George Theotokatos are leading this search. 
To make recommendations or to express your interest in this role 
please visit email 

EHF@koyapartners.com

All nominations, inquiries, and discussions will be considered strictly 
confidential.
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About Koya Partners

Koya Partners, a member of Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search and strategic advising firm 

dedicated to connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven clients. Our founding philosophy—The 

Right Person in the Right Place Can Change the World—guides our work as we partner with nonprofits & NGOs, 

institutions of higher education, responsible businesses, and social enterprises in local communities and around the 

world. 

Koya is an equal opportunity employer fully committed to creating an environment and team that represents a 

variety of backgrounds, perspectives, styles, and experiences. We encourage all to apply because we believe a 

diversity of voices leads to better discussions, decisions, and outcomes for everyone.

For more information about Koya Partners, visit www.koyapartners.com.
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